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Civilian Oversight Commission:
I am submitting NAMI's letter for General Public Comment at the 2/18 COC meeting on the CCDP- IST Project in
tandem with the letter submitted by the ACLU and Justice LA. We would appreciate it if you would
acknowledge our support for this initiative.
Mark Gale
NAMI Greater Los Angeles County, Criminal Justice Chair
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February 8, 2021
VIA EMAIL
Honorable Board of Supervisors
Los Angeles County
Hall of Administration, Room 383
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial Community Care Demonstration Project
Dear Chairperson Solis and our Board of Supervisors:
NAMI Greater Los Angeles County, NAMI Westside Los Angeles, and NAMI Urban Los
Angeles join in writing you today to reconsider a decision in support of our county’s Felony
Incompetent to Stand Trial population. We have been active members and partners in Crisis
Intervention Team (CIT) training for our county’s law enforcement agencies, the Permanent
Steering Committee of the Office of Diversion and Re-entry (ODR), the Alternatives to
Incarceration Workgroup, the recently convened Alternatives to Incarceration Initiative, the
Men’s Central Jail Closure Workgroup, the Alternative Crisis Response Workgroup, the Assisted
Outpatient Treatment Oversight Committee, and the Mental Health Commission where NAMI
GLAC CEO, Brittney Weissman, serves as Chair.
Few challenges in mental health are more serious or more complex than the Incompetent to
Stand Trial population. Our Misdemeanant Incompetent to Stand Trial (MIST) clients represent
the very definition of the phrase “the criminalization of the mentally ill.” Our county has
addressed this dilemma for our MIST population in the county jail with astounding success
through innovative Office of Diversion and Reentry (ODR) programming. In addition, since
July 2018 ODR’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST) program has restored 323
individuals while in the jail, thereby avoiding state hospital placements, and another 226 are
currently being restored in the community on active court orders. ODR has successfully
managed both programs, and we applaud their effort and success.
When the county decided not to build a mental health jail, there were approximately 300-400
justice-involved persons living with serious mental illness who were acutely ill and required the
highest level of mental health care. To date, after five years of implementation of the Sequential
Intercept Model, the county has offered no remedy for this population beyond the progress by
ODR mentioned above.
Yet the state and county systems supporting the IST population are crashing. IST court
calendars continue to increase, jails get more crowded with people who should not be there, wait
lists and referrals are rising, and individuals are not moving towards treatment and competency
restoration as prescribed by law. FIST clients are the most acutely ill and challenging population
in the mental health community to address, and for decades they have been “the forgotten ones”
left to languish in the LA County jail. This is unconscionable and we understand an opportunity

has presented itself to the county to address this long-overlooked issue through state funding for
a Community Care Demonstration Project for Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial project (CCDPIST). We ask the County to fully and transparently investigate the possibility of this pilot, which
is in complete harmony with our Care First, Jail Last approach of our Alternatives to
Incarceration Initiative. To let this opportunity slip through our fingers conflicts with our
criminal justice reform movement.
The program stands to move many more justice-involved individuals with very serious mental
illness from jail into a therapeutic environment in the community. According to the Rand study,
“Estimating the Size of the Los Angeles County Jail Mental Health Population Appropriate for
Release into Community Services” (2020), up to 68% of felony ISTs could be treated in a less
restrictive therapeutic setting in the community. The remaining 32% of people with very serious
mental illness who are not eligible for community placement will need adequate beds in the jail
system to receive their constitutionally mandated appropriate level of care. Those who must
move to a state hospital level of care should receive the level of treatment they require while
waiting for this transition and, perhaps, many will not need to move to the state hospital at all.
We ask you to request a report from the Department of Health Services detailing the ability of
the proposed project and state funding to successfully manage this program. We believe the
expertise to address these issues resides in Los Angeles County and we should be part of the
solution. In the spirit of our countywide criminal justice reform movement, we also respectfully
request full public disclosure and stakeholder involvement in this important decision.
Sincerely yours,

Brittney Weissman, CEO
NAMI Greater Los Angeles County

Mark Gale, Criminal Justice Chair
NAMI Greater Los Angeles County

Harold Turner, Executive Director
NAMI Urban Los Angeles

Erin Raftery Ryan, Executive Director
NAMI Westside Los Angeles

CC:

Christina Ghaly, M.D., Director, Department of Health Services
Judge Songhai Armstead (ret.), Director, Alternatives to Incarceration
Judge Peter Espinoza (ret.), Director, Office of Diversion and Reentry
Jonathan Sherin, M.D., Ph.D., Director, Department of Mental Health
Health & Justice Deputies, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors

Comment received from Yesenia Reyes:
Buenos días comisionados
Mi nombre es Yesenia Reyes
Estoy haciendo un llamado en apollo de mi compañero Cristobal Guardado
Que al igual que mi persona somos miembros de unión local 11
De Unite Here cuyo hijo
Fue asesinado en junio
2020 pedimos alos comisionados que llamen la atención pública sobre este asesinato y se
aseguren de que George
Gascón prosese alos diputados que asesinaron a Andrés Guardado
Esto no se puede quedar así qué hay. De él futuro ablan de su trauma cometieron un delito y
deben asumir sus errores ellos
Dicen tener trauma qué hay de miles de familias que am perdido a un padre hermano una
madre por cuasa de discriminación muchos an sido deportados porque por un pequeño delito
A causa de un oficial
de corazón resista qué hay de tantos niños latinos si padre la mayoría
de ellos no son asesinos
Solo fueron bictimas de rasismo y porque ellos que mataron a Andrés Guardado pueden
tener el privilegio de tener preferencia
eso no es justicia si ustedes respetan la justicia
pónganla en accion con echos y respétenla como representantes ala misma justicia Gracias

Agenda Item/
Topic

Provide your public comment below. Please do not share any
Name
sensitive personally identifiable information because this comment
will be made public as part of the official meeting record.

Community
Trauma

As we are aware that there are many Christian extremists that have
the same ideology as white supremacist in your workforce. What are
current or future plans to ensure that people of color are safe and
not killed or brutalized by your employees?

The Shirreff's
Police shootings
of unarmed
African American
men..

The Sheriff's Chief have the audacity to ask a sports legend to donate Dionza Douglas
a reward for the apprehension of this violent and dangerous
individual, When the same community has deep resentment of the
same policing tactics of your deputies in the very same community's
you police let's look at the percentages of police violence against
people of color vs people of non-color in other community's. We
demand answers to like what transpired in the Latasha Harlins
murder or Myrtice Richardson murder in Malibu after leaving the
Sheriff's station being released after midnight in the dark canyon
mountains of Malibu unescorted to walk miles in complete darkness
the Golden State Killer was 400 miles away so it wasn't this ex-police
officer we demand answers to the unjust beatings and murders by
deputies in the County jail system or just riding a bike on the wrong
side on the street and being shot 7 times in the back unarmed wait!
Darryl Gates LAPD war on drugs incarcerated over 50,000 African
American young men in LA county along with Sherriff Corona who
served time in prison.. Lee Baca and his underlings who impeded in
one of many Federal investigations is now serving time in Federal
prison how many of there predecessors turned a blind eye to this
racist and corrupted policing system? There was a Black decorated
military veteran who exposed systemic racism in Law enforcement his
name was Christopher Dorner like Colin Kaepernick and BLM! so Mr.
Sherriff your department should be donating reparations to the very
same community's that you police and when you finish paying the
punitive damages to "All" and with some "Real Reforms"...you may
even get an answer for What your searching for!

Public Comment:
CCDP-IST Felony
Incompetent to
Stand Tria;

The three affiliates of the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) Mark Gale
would like to submit out letter to the Board of Supervisors to the COC
in support of the Community Care Demonstration Project for Felony
Incompetent to Stand Trial identified and supported by the ACLU and
Justice LA. We share their support for developing this program
further in Los Angeles County in order to reduce the inappropriate
and unnecessary detention in the county jail of individuals declared
IST who are charged with felonies which will further advance the
county's initiatives to reduce the jail population of those living with
serious mental illness. We would like to submit our letter to the
Commission in support.

OIG Review and
Analysis of
Misconduct
Investigations
and Disciplinary
Process

I would like to offer my sincere gratitude to Sheriff Villanueva and the Silence Dogood
brave men and women of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department for their service to the Citizens of Los Angeles County.
I am concerned that the OIG report "OIG Review and Analysis of
Misconduct Investigations and Disciplinary Process" is biased, meant
to harass the LA County Sheriff’s and Sheriff’s Deputies and to ignite
tension and incite conflict amongst the Citizens of LA County.
At the December COC meeting IG Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman
acknowledged he was under criminal investigation by law
enforcement. It is highly inappropriate and certainly unethical for IG
Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman to conduct any IG investigation that
pertains to a law enforcement, while under criminal investigation.
IG Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman simply has too much incentive to
disparage law enforcement for his personal gain.
It is also important to note that the Scope of the IG Report prepared
by Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman covers the time period 2015
through 2019. Sheriff Villanueva was only Sherriff of LA County for
approximately one year. Hardly enough time for Sheriff Villanueva to
make sweeping policy changes, especially due to the attacks by COC
Chairman Patty Giggans and her friend of 40 years Sheila Kuehl.
Conversely, Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman has been the IG since 2014.
It is IG Max (Gustaf Edler) Huntsman that failed to address issues of
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Agenda Items
2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

I am writing to you today because I believe oversight is one of the
most important things we have as a community.
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in del i
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Agenda Items
2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A

Rebecca Himmelstein
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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The community
that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-policed communities are far more vulnerable to
having their information exploited and their communities harmed at
a dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and include organizations who have been
working on these questions, like Stop LAPD Spying and Million Dollar
Hoods, to inform any recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B

Ashley
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. This is yet
another example of why armed sheriff’s deputies should do not keep
in mental health crises safe. The $35,724,000 spent contracting
Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of Health Services
facilities should be divested from law enforcement and reinvested
into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital,
hiring community advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting
as patient advocates, investing in mental health services and
response teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and
providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care
that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In particular, the County
should fully fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams
who are housed at care facilities. Furthermore, the new law on police
deadly force that took effect this year, AB 392, emphasizes the
importance of using alternative safety measures instead of police
force whenever possible to defend the sanctity of life and protect
people with disabilities, including mental health disabilities, from
police violence. Health care responses to behavioral health crises are
alternatives to armed law enforcement responses that already
function in County hospitals. This should inform how the County
decides to promote health and safety on its medical campuses.

2C

We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. The Sheriff’s adamant refusal to
be held accountable requires you, the civilians tasked with overseeing
LASD, to do everything in your power to reduce the harm that LASD
perpetrates in our communities.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

2A, 2B, 2C

Kelly Young
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Public Comment Public Comment:
I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.

We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Kelly Young

Kelly Young

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Margaret Starbuck
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A: Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data inequitably -- Dani Kaiserman
poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are
far more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. This
Committee should take seriously calls from across the County to end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and invite and
follow activists and organizations who have been working on these
questions to inform any recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. Crisis Response from a Trauma Centered
Perspective is important to me because individuals with mental illness
d
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Agenda Item 2A

Sarah Bowers

We need to end all of LASD’s invasive surveillance and data collection.
We know that LASD uses it to exploit people of color, the poor, and
other marginalized groups. These are also groups of people who are
more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed.
Community members should have ownership and control over
everything the police departments use just as much as the police
department and officers do. It is the community members that are
being harmed by LASD. LASD has shown their true colors and we
don’t trust them one bit.
Agenda Item 2B
LASD also killed Nicholas Burgos in Harbor-UCLA hospital in October.
The same danger LASD brings to traffic enforcement, they also bring
to hospitals, which are supposed to be places free from violence for
patients to heal and rest.

We need to
-remove LASD and other law enforcement entities from County
medical campuses
-cancel the $35 million contracts that DHS holds with LASD for
hospital-based security
-reinvest those dollars in non-law enforcement responses that have
already proven to more effective in the hospital setting: hospital del Comment
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Sarah Bowers
Public Comment Public
I’m not sure why I even need to say this, but I urge this body to
accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Care
Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual funding,
from the State of California for the support of the Office of Diversion
and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST) program.
The services FIST offers are really needed and are being put to great
use. There are 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA County are sent for
restoration services. Plus, there’s a pandemic happening. We need
more money for these kinds of services and less on policing.
Public Comment
It’s very inappropriate for Sheriff deputies to display the “thin blue
line” or “Blue Lives Matter” flags, signs, or images on their desks, on
their vehicles, or in their email signatures. These are violations of
LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and OIG should
investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the “thin blue
line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages, especially when
displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be eradicated.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Melissa Manousos
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A

Leah
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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that police departments use, especially when it comes to the data
that is used to track and surveil our most vulnerable and marginalized
communities. Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data
inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced
communities are far more vulnerable to having their information
exploited and their communities harmed at a dramatically increased
pace. This Committee MUST take seriously calls from across the
County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection;
invite and follow the lead of activists and organizations who have
been working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions this Committee takes.
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Jack MacCarthy
2A: The community needs ownership & control over the tools that
police departments use just as much as do the police departments
and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD collect &
exploit data inequitably; poor people, people of color, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
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2A

Dan Monick
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
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Amber Navran
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: A mental health crisis should not be a death sentence. We need
to show up for our community members dealing with mental health
issues with compassion and care, not brutality and murder!! On
October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD fatally
shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of law
enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of patients,
the ability of providers to care for the communities they serve, and
the trust that those communities should have in county hospitals as
sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The
$35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various
Department of Health Services facilities should be divested from law
enforcement and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation
teams at each hospital, hiring community advocates who can deescalate conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental
health services and response teams, and training private security,
hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and traumai f
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Joseph Bobman
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Joseph
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Joseph

2B

LASD - and any law enforcement - has no place in facilities meant to Lucia P
provide care. They do not take the Hippocratic oath; they are not
bound to protect our community members from harm, and are most
often themselves the agents of harm. It is unconscionable that LA
County struggles to provide medical and mental health services for its
most vulnerable communities, that doctors and nurses and medical
staff are overworked and under-resourced, and yet still funding is
siphoned into LASD to keep their murderous presences in our
hospitals and care facilities. On October 6, 2020, interrupting the deescalation process, and out of policy with the intention of that
process, LASD fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos.
The presence of law enforcement in our care settings undermines the
safety of patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities
they serve, and the trust that those communities should have in
county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. Get LASD out of County care facilities NOW.
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Michele
2A: The community needs to have a say in the tools that police
departments use just as much as do the police themselves. Police
departments like LASD collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor
people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are far
more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed. This Committee should take seriously calls
from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and
data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations who
have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD DAIN MCCCLURG
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.
We know law enforcement in Los Angeles has a "shoot first" policy.
They are literally trained to kill and ask questions later. In no way
does LASD keep patients, or anyone else in care settings, safe. We
need community care advocates who know how to de-escalate and
whose priority is safety not shooting.

2A

The community needs to have ownership and control over the tools MaryAnn Gallo
that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes. Not only is this an issue of fair
and equitable treatment of all community members, history has
proven that this kind of inequitable treatment has disastrous results.
Think of McCarthyism or the outrageous surveillance of Black civil
rights leaders and the Black Panther Party.
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2A

Chris Riddle
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-police communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes. People in LA county deserve
to be in control of their data and the government offices owe us
transparency!
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in del i
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
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Anicia Santos
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The $35,724,000
spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of
Health Services facilities should be divested from law enforcement
and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at
each hospital, hiring community advocates who can de-escalate
conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental health
services and response teams, and training private security, hospital
staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and traumainformed care that is patient-centered and ethically sound. The
presence of law enforcement in our care settings undermines the
safety of patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities
they serve, and the trust that those communities should have in
county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
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Robin Lindsley
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2B

Gwendolyn Snyder
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. I personally know community members that
have been physically harmed by the police during “mental health
check ins” and are now physically disabled and will be for the rest of
their lives. It is unacceptable to propose violence is an efficient way to
treat mental health crises.

2B

Caroline Diehl
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.
This issue is very close to my heart as a provider of mental health
services. I used to be a therapist trainee at Harbor-UCLA, and I truly
believe in the work that DMH therapists and social workers are doing
there. Mental health care, when provided by qualified professionals
in a compassionate manner, saves lives. I'm devastated that a client
at Harbor was subjected to violence at the very place where he
should have been able to count on compassionate, science-based,
trauma-informed healthcare. We have the ability to de-escalate crises
in safe ways, as proved by Code Gold, but it is impossible for qualified
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Caroline Lacy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2C

Anthony Arenas
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes. 2B: On October 6, 2020,
interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD fatally shot a HarborUCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of law enforcement in
our care settings undermines the safety of patients, the ability of
providers to care for the communities they serve, and the trust that
those communities should have in county hospitals as sanctuaries
from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The $35,724,000
spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of
Health Services facilities should be divested from law enforcement
and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at
each hospital, hiring community advocates who can de-escalate
conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental health
services and response teams, and training private security, hospital
staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and traumainformed care that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In
particular, the County should fully fund dedicated Code Gold
behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities. 2C: We
i internal
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We urge you to use your power to create stronger
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. With the circulating image of
the George Floyd valentine, information that sheriffs have taken part
in the coup in DC, and knowledge that the LA sheriffs department has
been a home for white supremacist gangs, it is essential that the
citizens of Los Angeles are aware of the goings on of the officers who
are supposedly keeping them “safe”.

2A, 2B

2C

Caro Brooks
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Villanueva obfuscate, gaslight, and disrespect this Committee –
patented tactics to avoid accountability for the murderous, racist,
dehumanizing, harmful department that he runs. LASD terrorizes our
communities on the streets and in the jails. They murder our
neighbors as part of deputy gang initiations. They refuse to wear
masks and therefore act as COVID superspreaders in our community.
I urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - more
importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.

2A, 2B, 2C

2C

Lauren Provenzano
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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stronger internal
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.
LASD has run amok for far too long. They've had free reign to
terrorize the most vulnerable in our communities and it's time that
stops. It's time they are held accountable.

Genera Public
Comment

Comment 1: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Lucia P
Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing
annual funding, from the State of California for the support of the
Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial
(FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state
hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year
in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
Comment 2: There have been reports from public defenders and
community members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue
line” or “Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by
Sheriff’s deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has
appeared on desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These
are violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC
and OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of
the “thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Gwendolyn Snyder
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

2C

Caroline Diehl
We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.

2B

Please, please, please, keep LASD out of County hospitals. On October MaryAnn Gallo
6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD fatally shot a
Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of law
enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of patients,
the ability of providers to care for the communities they serve, and
the trust that those communities should have in county hospitals as
sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The
$35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various
Department of Health Services facilities should be divested from law
enforcement and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation
teams at each hospital, hiring community advocates who can deescalate conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental
health services and response teams, and training private security,
hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and traumainformed care that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In
particular, the County should fully fund dedicated Code Gold
behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities. Mental
health professionals and special, appropriately trained community
advocates are the right people to offer intervention that results in
better outcomes, not fatalities.

Jessica Brandon
Agenda Items 2A 2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
and General
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
Public Comment departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Jessica Brandon

General Public
Comment

General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million DAIN MCCLURG
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you,
Dain M.

Agenda Item 2B 2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD Jessica Brandon
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. As someone with loved ones who have
experienced mental health crises, Crisis Response from a Trauma
Centered Perspective is a personal and essential form of support. No
one should fear for their safety when seeking out care, and no one
should be met with violence when dealing with the terrifying and
traumatic experience that is a mental health crisis.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Jessica Brandon

2C and General 2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - Caro Brooks
Public Comment more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. A lack of both transparency and
accountability have characterized the status quo in our county and
country alike for far too long. The time is now — in fact, it’s overdue
— for us to demand transparency and accountability and for our
elected officials to make good on their promises to deliver it. We
must have a societal reckoning with the consequences of past and
present denial and evasion, among which are poverty, systemic
racism, patriarchy, and the worldwide explosion of neoliberal
capitalism. We must be the change now that we wish to see. We, as
citizens, are determined to live in ways NOW that reflect the world
we wish to see in the future, and we’re going to do it regardless of
whether or not you help to build that future world with us.

2A

General Public Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200
million for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137
million of ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

Agenda Item 2c 2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - Jessica Brandon
and General
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
Public Comment accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. Accountability is so important in
building trust and showing tangible support for communities that
LASD has ostensibly been serving but has in many ways harmed for
decades. LASD intervention in our communities needs to be
transparent if it is ever to be truly just.
General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
2B

Ellen Giesy
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. A mental health crisis should never be a
death sentence!

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C

2C

Kenton Chen
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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stronger internal
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. This is important to me because
a lack of oversite of this department is tantamount to letting kids who
have never been taught values run wild without any supervision.

General Public
Comment

Caroline Diehl
1. I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the
Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing
annual funding, from the State of California for the support of the
Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial
(FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state
hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year
in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
2. We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Ellen Giesy
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Kenton Chen
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Kenton

2C

Mary Gallo
We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. I am encouraged by how the
COC & OIG are having a positive impact and I hope that through even
more engagement we will see more impact. Likewise, LEAP can make
a big difference that is essential.

2A, 2B, 2C and
General Public
Comment

General Public
comment

Sarah McHale
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST) program to provide restoration
services in community-based settings. The program was given money
to support 150 people over three years, but in fact served 233 people
through efficient allocation of funding. With 300-400 people on the
FIST waitlist for state hospitals at any given time, and an average of
1,100 people per year in LA County sent to the Department of State
Hospitals for restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate
need for these services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is
more important than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded
and operational. There are two sources of State funding available for
the FIST program, and the County must accept these dollars: 1)
funding to implement a 200-bed expansion of the FIST program
starting March 1, and, 2) funding for the FIST Community Care
Demonstration Project. It is essential that the Board accept both
pools of funding for the FIST program. Doing so will be taken as proof
of the Board’s commitment to a Care First vision that includes the
funding of public health services, the prevention of houselessness,
and the advancement of justice reform. The County must make
decisions based on these stated priorities, and accept FIST funding
now.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Kylie Sparks
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
comment

Recently, a vile Valentine’s meme circulated within the LAPD mocking Gwendolyn Snyder
the death of George Floyd. There are allegations that the meme was
authored by someone in the department, and the LAPD has launched
an investigation into both the creation and circulation of the cruel
image. The very fact that this meme was being circulated at all points
to the problematic culture of violence and white supremacy in the
LAPD. While the LAPD is separate from the LASD, they share a
common culture, and we know that LASD has a long and ongoing
history of racism, with tattooed deputy gangs known to be white
supremacist running amok in the ranks and even management of
LASD, and at least one sheriff’s deputy reported to be part of the
Capitol insurrection on January 6. The ACLU has been getting reports
from public defenders and community members that they are seeing
more “thin blue line” or “Blue Lives Matter” message displayed
prominently by sheriff’s deputies, especially in their official capacity.
For example, they’ve been alerted of the “thin blue line” sticker
posted prominently on a bailiff's desk in East LA. The flag has also
appeared in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. We need to further
probe at the root of the problem: This demands investigations into
deputies who in their official capacity display blue lives matter flags,
an act that is explicitly against LASD policy.

2A, 2B & 2C

Isabel Gomez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Isabel Gomez
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

General
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community MaryAnn Gallo
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, which has exacerbated mental
health conditions for so many of us, it is more important than ever
that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This is unacceptable
and needs to be eradicated.
Thank you. I am grateful for your leadership,
MaryAnn Gallo

General Public
Comment

Too often, those most directly impacted by the very issues Measure J Gwendolyn Snyder
is meant to address are left out of decision-making processes with
regard to allocation of funds and distribution of services. Los Angeles
voters recognized this when they passed Measure J, demanding that
millions of dollars be redirected from the overcrowded jail system
into community-determined alternatives to incarceration. Authentic
community involvement is crucial to the success of Measure J’s
implementation, requires that the Board center community
involvement, provides ample time for input into subcommittee
meetings, and allows feedback from system-impacted people and
community organizers at every step of the implementation process.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

General public
comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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incarcerated Black people, LGBTQ+ Black people, TGI Black people
and disabled Black people - is essential wherever substantive
decisions are to be made in the Measure J implementation process.
Specifically, we are calling for the Reentry Health Advisory
Collaborative (RHAC) to be made a part of the Reimagine LA Advisory
Committee to make funding disbursement decisions. RHAC is a body
of impacted community members who have lived experience of the
carceral system, racial and geographic representation, and the
expertise to move equitable funding decisions forward, and its
inclusion in the Advisory Committee helps better ensure the
equitable representation across race, gender, sexual orientation, and
geography as called for in the original Alternatives To Incarceration
workgroup guidelines.
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Kayla Imhoff
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2a, 2b, 2c

Lily Ontiveros
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
d C d G ld b h i l
h
Sydney Schiller
Agenda Item 2A f d d di
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

Agenda Items 2A The community needs to have ownership and control over the tools
that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
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Ken Barton
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda item 2B 2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD Sydney Schiller
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.
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Vanessa Lopez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Herley Jim Bowling
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-policed communities are far more vulnerable to
having their information exploited and their communities harmed at
a dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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stronger internal
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.

Alex Cave
2A, B, and C and 2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
general public
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
comment
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
h

General
comment

General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million Sydney Schiller
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
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Gillian Mammone
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2a, 2b, 2c,
general public
comment

Grace
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Jennifer Pratt
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Gail DiRaimondo
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Abbey Springer
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Katie Orban
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Alex
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Sara Peterson
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Darcy Mann
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, & 2C

Cecilia Gomez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items 2C 2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - Gail DiRaimondo
and General
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
Public Comment accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. If anything has become clear in
recent years, it is that power is something that is frequently abused
by law enforcement and that not all law enforcement officers lead
with a desire to truly protect and serve the ENTIRETY of the
community. A lack of transparency and accountability has bred
abuse of power for too long. LASD answers to the people of Los
Angeles County and the only way that can be effectively ensured is
through the above mechanisms of oversight.
General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Cecilia Gomez
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Phoebe Neidhardt
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Isabella Gerasole
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A, 2B & 2C

2A, 2B, 2C

Basilio Gomez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Basilio Gomez
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Lauren Every-Wortman
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Erica Hendry
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B & 2C

Anita Gomez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Anita Gomez
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: Crisis response should not be synonymous with armed response.
Crisis response in our community needs a trauma-centered
perspective. Why is this so vital and obligatory? On October 6, 2020,
interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD fatally shot a HarborUCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of law enforcement in
our care settings undermines the safety of patients, the ability of
providers to care for the communities they serve, and the trust that
those communities should have in county hospitals as sanctuaries
from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The $35,724,000
spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of
Health Services facilities should be divested from law enforcement
and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at
each hospital, hiring community advocates who can de-escalate
conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental health
services and response teams, and training private security, hospital
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you for your leadership.

2A, 2B & 2C

Susan Giesy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Susan Giesy
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

Agenda Item 2C We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and--more
importantly--external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. Recent polls indicate that public
trust in law enforcement is at an all-time low, in part due to such
behaviors. Without increased transparency and accountability, there
is little hope to regain the trust that is necessary for LASD, in
particular, to properly support our communities.

2A, 2B & 2C

Danile Giesy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Ashley Locke
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Commen

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientd d hi ll
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Emily Fernandez

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Danile Giesy
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

2A, 2B & 2C

Theo Giesy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2a,2b and 2c as
well as a general
comment are
submitted by
Myself for the
record

katherine
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police - say LASD collect and
exploit data inequitably -- people of color, and other communities at
a disadvantaged positions are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited. Help those who are harmed at a dramatically
increased pace. This Committee should take seriously calls from
across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data
collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations who have
been working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
h
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Danielle Carne
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Theo Giesy
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Sarah Harper
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Tiana McKenna
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the departments
and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD collect and
exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.
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Rachel Ozer
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police depts like LASD collect
and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and
other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Harris Kornstein
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Lucas O'Connor
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A, 2B & 2C

Daniel Giesy
departments use just as much as do the police departments and
officers themselves. Police departments like LASD collect and exploit
data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Daniel Giesy
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership.

2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Jessica Renick
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Alison Agnew
2a,2b,2c and
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
Public Comment tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientd d hi ll
d I
i l
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Ruby Condon
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Danielle Mulein
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Sierra Marcelius
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Item 2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over
the tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
Item 2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process,
LASD fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The
presence of law enforcement in our care settings undermines the
safety of patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities
they serve, and the trust that those communities should have in
county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Steve Zander
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Nadeeka Karunaratne
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Erika

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

Kristen Henley
Items 2A, 2B, 2C, 2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
and General
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
Comment
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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geneva
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
h
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Lucy Rimalower
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2a, 2b, general

2A: With a clear history of law enforcement misusing personal data in Emily Skehan
the County, this Committee should take seriously calls from across
the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data
collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations who have
been working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.

General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
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Amy MacKay
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Michael Hammersley
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
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Sarah Pinho
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: We as a community need to have ownership and control over the Brett Andriesen
tools that police departments use, just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-policed communities are far more vulnerable to
having their information exploited and their communities harmed at
a dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35.7M spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed
at various Department of Health Services facilities should be divested
from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing DEDICATED
DE-ESCALATION TEAMS at each hospital, hiring community advocates
who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient advocates,
investing in mental health services and response teams, and training
private security, hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, antiracism, and trauma-informed care that is patient-centered and
ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully fund dedicated
C d G ld b h i l
h
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lizabeth belli
Agenda Items 2A 2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
and 2B
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
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2C and General 2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - Lizabeth Belli
Public Comment more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. LASD transparency and
accountability is important to me because I am disgusted with the
blatant abuse of power this department holds over on our
communities.
General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
b
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Chris Howard
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A. The community needs to have more ownership and control over Astrid Carrillo
the tools the police department uses. Police departments, like LASD,
collect & exploit data inequitably. Our vulnerable communities are
exploited even further through dates collection & are over policed in
the process. I urge this committee to take seriously the calls to
integrate activists and community organizations in this process.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. Responding to mental health crises from a
trauma centered perspective is of the utmost importance for this
community and will break this cycle. The money that is being spent
on the Sheriff's office is not only reducing the financial support that
health services should be receiving but also increases the tension in
l d f il
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Emily Caesar
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
h
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
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Clare Slaughter
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Melissa Butts
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Julia Haft-Candell
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Julia Haft-Candell
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Gillian Zwick
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-policed communities are far more vulnerable to
having their information exploited and their communities harmed at
a dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientd d hi ll
d I
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h C
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2A, 2C

Mark Smith
2A: The Sheriff’s department is a disgrace. I it past time for it to be
cleaned up and held responsible. One of the first steps to do this is
for the community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2C: Law Enforcement should work for the citizens, not the other way
around. We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal
and - more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency
and accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent
complaint process, the County should more deeply involve the Office
of Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Lauren Quinn
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Celia Johnson
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably: poor people, people of color, and
other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end invasive surveillance and data
collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations who have
been working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Alyssa
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Sheriff Villanueva,
the
Analysis of
brave men and women who serve Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Misconduct
Department. We thank them for their dedicated service to the
Investigations
residents of Los Angeles County. Since Sheriff Villanueva has become
and Disciplinary the Sheriff we have seen a big change for the better in the service
Process
across LA County. People who live on the outside of the jail need as
much attention as in the Jails.
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Carlin Wing
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed. This
Committee should take seriously calls from across the County to end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and invite and
follow activists and organizations and scholars who have been
working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Jessamy Gloor
2A: Police departments such as LASD collect and exploit data
inequitably. Poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced
communities are far more vulnerable to having their information
exploited and their communities harmed at a dramatically increased
pace. This Committee should heed calls from across the County to
end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and instead
invite and follow activists and organizations who have already been
working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: As we remember, on October 6, 2020, interrupting the deescalation process, LASD fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas
Burgos. The presence of law enforcement in our care settings
undermines the safety of patients, the ability of providers to care for
the communities they serve, and the trust that those communities
should have in county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement
violence and criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting
Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of Health Services
facilities would go a lot further reinvested into establishing dedicated
de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community advocates
who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient advocates,
investing in mental health services and response teams, and training
private security, hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, antiracism, and trauma-informed care that is patient-centered and
ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully fund dedicated
Code Gold behavioral response teams who are housed at care
facilities.
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A

Jane Affonso
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
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2b

Benjamin Goddard
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. The police force's jobs are to broad in
definition, it is time to fund teams that are trained to expertise to
help our communities.
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Hello, I'm a resident of Mid-City, calling for safety in our communities
through transparency, and trauma centered care.
The community needs to have ownership and control over the tools
that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
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2c

Taylor Owens
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. This is the only way we can
make police accountable to the communities they serve.
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Bri Price
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Lia Woodward
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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General
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

2a,2b,2c and
general public
comment

Dalia Paris-Saper
2a- The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2b - On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
h
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William Weber
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
d C d G ld b h i l
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2A, 2B, 2C

Darcy Laparra
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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General
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Lynne Lueders
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated. It is a deliberate distortion of the Black Live Matter
movement, which is in response to historical and current behavior
that suggests black lives DO NOT matter. Society has never behaved
in a way to suggest that law enforcement lives don’t matter. Of
course they do…and black lives too.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
L
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Dana Lurie
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably: Poor people, people of color, and
other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed. This
Committee should take seriously calls from across the county to end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and should
invite and follow activists and organizations who have been working
on these questions to inform any recommendations or decisions it
takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Jessica Seay-Klatt
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
d di
d C dand
G track
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i l that include genderh and sexual Anton
OIG Review and fhowd do
you record
Analysis of
diverse people? when it comes to LASD engaging with LGBTQI2-S
Misconduct
people, many in the public don't feel protected and heard. what
Investigations
policies do you implement when it comes to such identified people in
and Disciplinary public and also, internally for staff? Also, when were these policies
Process
established and how often are they considered for update? LASD
needs more oversight to how they are reporting engagement of
gender and sexual diverse staff and public they serve. What methods
to collect sexual orientation and gender identity data are in place, if
any at all? Finally, is the LASD informed of the latest policies that the
state of CA's governor signed into law and will the department plan
to implement such policies in their staff, interaction with community,
and county jails?
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Daniel Gaines
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Blaire Edwards
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Cinthya Salas
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Kate Dollenmayer
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A: Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data inequitably -poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are
far more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. The
community needs to have ownership and control over the tools that
police departments use just as much as do the police departments
and officers themselves. This Committee should take seriously calls
from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and
data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations who
have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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Danielle
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
f d d di
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2A: I urge the committee to invite community activists and
organizations to reign in the disastrous data collection policies of
LASD. Over the last decade, it has become abundantly clear the
incalculable harm to our society by unrestricted electronic data
collection. Data surveillance by law enforcement is no exception, and
in fact is the outlet most capable of utilizing citizens' data to inflict
violence. LASD abuses its responsibilities when collecting data, and
we should not stand for it. This is an accelerating practice that will
result in massive inequality and only serve to further erode public
safety. Authoritarianism through increased surveillance is not an
effective way to make our communities safer. I believe in democratic
principles, and urge you to gather community input and expertise on
dismantling our local surveillance apparatus.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in del i
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2A: Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data inequitably -poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are
far more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. This
Committee should seriously consider the calls from across the County
to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and
invite and follow activists and organizations who have been working
on these questions to inform any recommendations or decisions it
takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. Crisis response is important to me, due to
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Barbara McDonough

2A, 2B, 2C,
general
comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Juliane Crump
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Rose Marziale
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes. This will ensure accountability
and progress.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientd d hi ll
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Ellie Lyons
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Alexa Spiegel
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C

Darlisa Vazquez
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Catherine Safley
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools used by police departments just as much as the police
departments and officers do. Police departments like LASD exploit
data inequitably; over-policed communities like poor people and
people of color are extremely vulnerable to having their information
exploited and their communities harmed at a much higher rate. This
Committee should take calls to end dragnet, invasive surveillance and
data collection seriously, follow activists and organizations who have
been working on these issues and invite them to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, LASD disrupted the deescalation process and
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. Police presence
in care settings undermines patients' safety, providers' ability to care
for the communities they serve, and communities' trust in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from police violence and criminalization. The
$35,724,000 spent on stationing Sheriffs at Department of Health
Services facilities should be divested from law enforcement and
reinvested into establishing dedicated deescalation teams at each
hospital, hiring community advocates to deescalate conflict and act as
patient advocates, funding mental health services and response
teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in
deescalation, anti-racism, and ethical, patient-centered, traumainformed care. In particular, the County should fully fund dedicated
Code Gold behavioral response teams who are housed at care
facilities. As a trauma survivor who sought hospital care I know the
deep need for trauma-informed care and safe, non-violent care
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Hillary
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The need for community ownership and control of police
department tools is just as important as it is for the department and
its officers. Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data
inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced
communities are far more vulnerable to having their information
exploited and their communities harmed at a dramatically increased
pace. This Committee should take seriously calls from across the
County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection,
and invite and follow activists and organizations who have been
working on these questions to inform any recommendations or
decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C, and
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: We must move toward a Trauma Centered Perspective when
responding to mental health crises especially in hospitals. Too often
people are killed by law enforcement during a mental health episode.
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in care settings undermines the safety of patients,
the ability of providers to care for communities they serve, and the
trust that those communities should have in county hospitals as
sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The
$35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed Dept. of
Health Services facilities should be used to invest in establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in del i
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Michelle King
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other over-policed communities are far more vulnerable to
having their information exploited and their communities harmed at
a dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Agenda Items
2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and - Michelle King
2C, and General more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
Public Comment accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. LASD has continually proven
their inability to maintain professionalism, transparency, or
accountability. Without these, there is no public safety.
General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
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Jenn Murphy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A

Tiffany Le
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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and control over
that police departments use just as much as the police departments
and officers themselves. The ease and facility with which data about
communities is collected, exploited, and shared makes rigorous
scrutiny over LASD's data collection and surveillance operations
absolutely critical.
LASD shares its technologies and platforms with other departments
across the County, which makes scrutiny over its data collection
devices and practices really important. LASD collects and exploits
data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to persistant
surveillance, and have their information exploited and shared at a
dramatically increased pace. This injustice must end.

2B on Feb 18,
2021

This agenda item brings up is the presence of sheriff’s deputies in the Judy Branfman
hospitals and care settings. On October 6, 2020, LASD fatally shot a
Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. This was the second incident
of a patient in a mental health crisis being fatally shot by law
enforcement at Harbor-UCLA in the last 5 years.
In the wake of the killing of Ruben Herrera at Harbor-UCLA, a
protocol was developed to prevent any future violence against
patients by law enforcement. The Code Gold protocol was designed
to limit law enforcement intervention during patient mental health
crises in the hospitals by deploying a multi-disciplinary team to deescalate. The initial protocol included the joint response by Sheriffs,
however, the consistent success of Code Gold deployment proved
that Sheriff response could be delayed. At Harbor-UCLA Medical
Center, Sheriff response was initially delayed to 5 minutes, however
increasing success resulted in a 20 min delay in response by Sheriffs.
It should be noted that Nicholas Burgos was shot within the 20minute delay, by a Sheriff deputy who actively interrupted the deescalation process.
In 2019-2020, the County spent $35,724,000 in contracting Sheriffs
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities. These
funds can and should be reallocated toward creating additional
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can focus on de-escalating conflict while working as
patient advocates, investing in mental health services and response
teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in
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Agenda Item 2C:
OIG Review and
Analysis of
Misconduct
Investigations
and Disciplinary
Process

About Item 2C, FEb 18, 2021:
As community members already know well, and the OIG report
confirms, that we just can’t expect the police to police itself. The
County should strengthen internal mechanisms—and more
importantly, create external mechanisms to bring about real
transparency and accountability.
I hope you will work to increase transparency of Deputy Discipline
and Use of Force. The County should start by mandating automatic,
expedited publication of records designated as public records relating
to personnel investigations, discipline, uses of force and deputy
misconduct. The County could adopt an ordinance or other policy
mandating the publication of documents related to uses of force and
deputy misconduct once they become public records in order to
affirmatively comply with its obligations under the Public Records Act
without the need for the public to file a PRA request—costing
unnecessary taxpayer funds.
You should also increase the role of the Office of Inspector General
(OIG). The County should incorporate the OIG in the internal affairs
investigation process to provide real-time monitoring of complaint;
create mandatory review of the thoroughness of criminal
investigations of uses of force and other misconduct especially where
deputy gangs are involved; and ensure the OIG is able to participate
in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review boards.
We also need you to create additional mechanisms for accountability
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Judy Branfman

General Public
Comment - FIST
(Felony
Incompetent to
Stand Trial)
Program Funding

Judy Branfman
On FIST Program Funding, FEb 18, 2021:
The County has committed to creating a plan to close MCJ, but that
commitment towards a Care First vision is an empty promise without
investing in proven diversion models, like ODR’s FIST (Felony
Incompetent to Stand Trial) program.
The state of California agrees with this Care First vision, offering LA
County nearly $200 million this year for the Community Care
Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing funding every
year. If the County truly believes in the Care First vision it claims to
support, the Board cannot in good conscience reject hundreds of
millions of dollars that would support our most vulnerable
community members.
The Board must get all the facts and have an open discussion about
the Community Care Demonstration Project. Our communities
deserve better than back room discussions that undermine the
efforts that community members have so vehemently supported, and
given thousands of hours to pass and implement. ODR is the only
department that has successfully supported people with mental
health needs and justice involvement. Why deviate from a model that
has worked for LA County?
Refusing to accept millions of dollars of state funding for the
diversion of people with severe mental health needs is a slap in the
face to those of us who have spent countless hours making
Alternatives to Incarceration a reality and working to pass Measure J.
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2a, 2b, 2c and
general public
comment

Luke Csehak
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Keith Pakiz
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Danni Blackman
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- low-income, BIPOC, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should make priority
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. Specifically, the County should fully
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Carolyn “Jiyoung” Park
2A: The community must have a say over what tools police
departments use, especially when police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data in a discriminatory manner. Poor people and
people of color are disproportionately policed and targeted by LASD
deputies. This Committee should take seriously calls from across the
County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection,
and seriously consider the input of activists and organizations who
have firsthand and data driven information, in any decisionmaking.
2B: On October 6, 2020, an LASD deputy interrupted a de-escalation
process and fatally shot Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. Both
patients and the medical staff have taken the stand that law
enforcement presence in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. Many of the victims of police shootings are
people with mental health issues, and LASD has shown time and time
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Theo Zucker
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A

Lindsey Muscato
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B

Joan Harper
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities.
Crisis Response from a Trauma Centered Perspective is important to
me because de-escalating conflict from people in trauma is good for
that person, good for those involved and good for the community.

2C

Joan Harper
We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered.

General
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Joan Harper
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,

2A 2B 2C and
general public
comment

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientd d hi ll
d I
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Kelly Perron
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. We are starting to see in other cities
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Kay Rose
2A: A a high school teacher working with mostly Black and Brown
students living in poverty, I know the community needs to have
ownership and control over the tools that police departments use
just as much as do the police departments and officers themselves.
Police departments like LASD collect and exploit data inequitably -poor people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are
far more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. This
Committee should take seriously calls from across the County to end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and invite and
follow activists and organizations who have been working on these
questions to inform any recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Eliza
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Dahlia Ferlito
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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David G
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams, investing in mental health services
and response teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and
providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care
that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In particular, the County
should fully fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams
who are housed at care facilities. I have a close family member who
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Leo Levy
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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Anna Cardani
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C

Nick
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A

Ciara Kosior
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
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2A: The
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. As an individual with a sibling who suffers
from mental illness, I have personally witnessed the inability of police
and sheriff officers handle a mental health crisis. A trained
professional with trauma and de-escalation training needs to handle
mental health and response services.

2C

2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. As public servants, LASD needs
to remember they are serving the people, not the other way around.
LASD is intended to protect and serve the citizens and need to be
held accountable for that responsibility.

General Public
Comment

General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual funding, from the State of California for the support
of the Office of Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
year in LA County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services. And now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.

2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment:

2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2a, 2b, 2c,
general
comment

Shannon Thomson
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A

Sarah Eggers
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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community needs to have ownership and control over the tools that
police departments use just as much as do the police departments
and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD collect and
exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and other
overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having their
information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B

Neara Russell
On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams who are
housed at care facilities. As a trauma survivor myself, I am confident
that conventional law enforcement training is not appropriate in
emergency care situations. When a patient is suffering a trauma
response, they need compassion and de-escalation - not guns and
force.

2a 2b 2c

Amanda Herring
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools police departments use. Police departments like LASD collect
and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color, and
other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed
at various Department of Health Services facilities should be divested
from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing dedicated deescalation teams at each hospital, hiring community advocates who
can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in
mental health services and response teams, and training private
security, hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism,
and trauma-informed care that is patient-centered and ethically
sound. In particular, the County should fully fund dedicated Code
Gold behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities.

2C

2C
i
l d and Neara Russell
We Pl
urge you to use your power to create stronger
internal
more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
participate in any disciplinary panels, meetings, or case review
boards. Finally, we call for the robust involvement of the Office of the
Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project (LEAP), as
they can ensure that evidence of deputy misconduct, bias, racism,
violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. Our elected Sheriff has operated
without public knowledge or oversight for far too long. We as a
community must be top priority in all investigations, and the Sheriff’s
office must SERVE us as the job was intended.

General
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Neara Russell
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you, we are grateful for your leadership,
Neara R.

2A, 2B, 2C and
General Public
Comment

Sarah Carroll
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Ana Monroy Yglesias
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably--poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings is horrifying and grossly
undermines the safety of patients, the ability of providers to care for
the communities they serve, and the trust that those communities
should have in county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement
violence and criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting
Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of Health Services
facilities should be divested from law enforcement and reinvested
into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital,
hiring community advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting
as patient advocates, investing in mental health services and
response teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and
providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care
that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In particular, the County
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Tessa Garbely
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in care settings undermines the safety of patients,
the ability of providers to care for the communities they serve, and
the trust that those communities should have in county hospitals as
sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and criminalization. The
$35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various
Department of Health Services facilities should be divested from law
enforcement and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation
teams at each hospital, hiring community advocates who can deescalate conflict while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental
health services and response teams, and training private security,
hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and traumainformed care that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In
particular, the County should fully fund dedicated Code Gold
behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities.
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Geoffrey Golden
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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Susan Anderson
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data in equitably==poor people people of color,
and other overpriced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. The
committee should take seriously calls from across the county end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection,and invite and
follow activists and organizations who have been working these
questions to inform anyrecjommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process,LASD
fatally shot a Harbor=UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement inner cae settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability providers to care for the communities they serve,
and the trust that those communities should have in county hospitals
as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and criminalization.
The $35,724 spent contracting Sheriffs to be stationed at various
Department ofHealth Services facilities should be divested from law
enforcement and reinvested into establishing dedicated de-escalation
teams teach hospital, bribing community advocates who can deescalation flirt while acting as patient advocates, investing in mental
health services and response teams, and training private security
hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and traumainformed care that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In
particular, the County should fully fund dedicated Code Gold
behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities. Having a
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Valerie Hurt
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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General
Comment

General Comment: I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million Susan Anderson
for the Community Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of
ongoing annual fading, from the State pf California for the support of
the Office alf Diversion and Reentry’s FelonyIncompetent to Stand
Trial (FIST) program.With 300 - 400 people on the FIST waitlist for
state hospitals at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per
yearn L A County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for
restoration services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these
services And now, in the midst ps a pandemic, it is more important
than ever that the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. the flag has appeared
desks and in deputies electronic signature blocks. These are violations
of LASD policies, according to its own manual.The COC and OIG
should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies’ use of
the”thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Live Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in unofficial capacity This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you. We are grateful for your leadership.
Susan Anderson

2A Electronic
surveilance

The LA Civilian Oversight Commission should listen to people across Julie Martinez
the County to end any dragnet and invasive surveillance and data
collection. Please allow the community and sheriff oversight
advocates/organizations who have been working on raising
awareness of LACSD invasive abuse of communities of color to inform
them before the COC makes any recommendations and/or decisions.
We have seen the LACSD policies that target BIPOC and low income
communities, this targeting serves to destroy our communities and
any form of electronic data collection devices will unfairly target such
communities.

Agenda Item 2B:
Crisis Response
from a Trauma
Centered
Perspective
presentation

The killing of Nicholas Burgos raised criticism amongst providers who Julie Martinez
understand that law enforcement presence, power, and authority
within our care settings undermines the safety of patients, the ability
of providers to care for the communities they are committed to
serving, and the necessary trust that community members should
have in county hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement
violence and criminalization.In 2019-2020, the County spent
$35,724,000 in contracting Sheriffs stationed at various Department
of Health Services facilities. These funds can and should be
reallocated toward creating additional dedicated de-escalation teams
at each hospital, hiring community advocates who can focus on deescalating conflict while working as patient advocates, investing in
mental health services and response teams, and training private
security, hospital staff, and providers in de-escalation, anti-racism,
and trauma-informed care that is patient-centered and ethically
sound.
In particular, the county should fully fund dedicated Code Gold
behavioral response teams who are housed at care facilities and
whose primary task is to respond where de-escalation support is
needed.

OIG Review and
Analysis of
Misconduct
Investigations
and Disciplinary
Process

Create Additional Mechanisms for Accountability Through the Office Julie Martinez
of the Public Defender Law Enforcement Accountability Project
(LEAP). Public Defenders can provide greater checks on law
enforcement through exposing inconsistencies and deputies who
engage in misconduct. The Office of the Public Defender is uniquely
situated as the only County agency whose mission provides it with
the incentive, if not the obligation, to ensure that evidence of deputy
misconduct, bias, racism, violence, or dishonesty is uncovered. To
prevent the harms—and civil liabilities—caused by wrongful
prosecutions and convictions, funding LEAP will not only obstruct
these harms but also spur the LASD to take actions of its own to avoid
the consequences of having questionable deputies or evidence
brought to the court’s attention by a well-resourced Office of the
Public Defender.

Agenda Items
2A, 2B, 2C and
General Public
Comment

Michele Sweeney
First and foremost as the sheriffs say as they are violating our civil
liberties, "If you haven't done anything wrong you shouldn't be
worries about an investigation" They should be held to the same
standard or actually higher than ours, given the power and honor of
their positions.
2A: The community needs ownership and control over the tools that
police departments use as much as the police departments do
themselves. LASD collects and exploits data inequitably -- poor
people, people of color, and other overpoliced communities are far
more vulnerable to having their information exploited and their
communities harmed at a dramatically increased pace. This
Committee should take seriously calls from across the County to end
dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection, and invite
activists and organizations who have been working on these
questions to inform any recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
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2A: The community needs to be part of discussions about how our
communities are policed. I urge you to listen to calls from across the
County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance and data collection,
and follow the lead of activists and organizations who have been
working on these questions to inform decision making.
2B: As a parent of someone who suffers from mental illness and has
needed crisis response and trauma-informed intervention services,
this is incredibly personal for me. The $35,724,000 spent contracting
Sheriffs to be stationed at various Department of Health Services
facilities should be divested from law enforcement and reinvested
into establishing dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital,
hiring community advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting
as patient advocates, investing in mental health services and
response teams, and training private security, hospital staff, and
providers in de-escalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care
that is patient-centered and ethically sound. In particular, the County
should fully fund dedicated Code Gold behavioral response teams
who are housed at care facilities.
2C: We urge you to use your power to create stronger internal and more importantly - external mechanisms for LASD transparency and
accountability. To create a stronger and more transparent complaint
process, the County should more deeply involve the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the COC. The OIG must be utilized to
provide real-time monitoring of complaints; create mandatory review
of the thoroughness of criminal misconduct investigations; and
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Brittan Dunham

General Public
Comment

I urge this body to accept the nearly $200 million for the Community Kate Grodd
Care Demonstration Project, and $137 million of ongoing annual
funding, from the State of California for the support of the Office of
Diversion and Reentry’s Felony Incompetent to Stand Trial (FIST)
program. With 300-400 people on the FIST waitlist for state hospitals
at any given time, and an average of 1,100 people per year in LA
County sent to the Department of State Hospitals for restoration
services under FIST, there is a desperate need for these services. And
now, in the midst of a pandemic, it is more important than ever that
the FIST program remain fully funded and operational.
We’ve been getting reports from public defenders and community
members that they are seeing more and more “thin blue line” or
“Blue Lives Matter” messages displayed prominently by Sheriff’s
deputies, especially in their official capacity. The flag has appeared on
desks and in deputies’ electronic signature blocks. These are
violations of LASD policies, according to its own manual. The COC and
OIG should investigate the prevalence of Sheriff’s deputies' use of the
“thin blue line” flag or similar “Blue Lives Matter” messages,
especially when displayed in an official capacity. This needs to be
eradicated.
Thank you,
Kate G
90027
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Jessica Eason
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.
2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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2A, 2B, 2C, and
General Public
Comment

Harry Weston
2A: The community needs to have ownership and control over the
tools that police departments use just as much as do the police
departments and officers themselves. Police departments like LASD
collect and exploit data inequitably -- poor people, people of color,
and other overpoliced communities are far more vulnerable to having
their information exploited and their communities harmed at a
dramatically increased pace. This Committee should take seriously
calls from across the County to end dragnet and invasive surveillance
and data collection, and invite and follow activists and organizations
who have been working on these questions to inform any
recommendations or decisions it takes.

2B: On October 6, 2020, interrupting the de-escalation process, LASD
fatally shot a Harbor-UCLA patient, Nicholas Burgos. The presence of
law enforcement in our care settings undermines the safety of
patients, the ability of providers to care for the communities they
serve, and the trust that those communities should have in county
hospitals as sanctuaries from law enforcement violence and
criminalization. The $35,724,000 spent contracting Sheriffs to be
stationed at various Department of Health Services facilities should
be divested from law enforcement and reinvested into establishing
dedicated de-escalation teams at each hospital, hiring community
advocates who can de-escalate conflict while acting as patient
advocates, investing in mental health services and response teams,
and training private security, hospital staff, and providers in deescalation, anti-racism, and trauma-informed care that is patientcentered and ethically sound. In particular, the County should fully
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into a broken department and he is rebuilding it in a holistic way. I
have several interactions with Lieutenant Diedrich over the host team
and you can see the true compassion and due diligence of a servant
heart. He has changed the whole interaction with the homeless
population. I am so proud to call them my sheriffs.

